4.1 **Narda SignalShark** – Compare the competition

Narda SignalShark vs. Rohde & Schwarz PR100® / DDF007® or Keysight Fieldfox N9935A?
A measurement is a comparison with a known quantity. Our Narda SignalShark is our ultimate benchmark. So, let’s measure it and compare it with other analyzers like the ones mentioned above, or with the Tektronix RSA507A and RSA6120B. And, speaking of heavyweights, of course we haven’t forgotten the Rohde & Schwarz DDF205 / EB500. What, compare a handheld device like the SignalShark with desktop instruments? We’re confident. “The lab in your hand” is a reality. At last, you can have laboratory quality to take with you, independent of AC power. 40 MHz real-time and outstanding RF performance at an attractive price. Don’t wait, try it out for yourself. Then it will become your ultimate benchmark, too. Call us or one of our Sales Partners around the world to arrange a demo. Let yourself be convinced.

Come and visit us at **Electronic Warfare Europe 2018** from 5th until 7th June 2018 in Lausanne/Schweiz at booth A12 (L3 Technologies) or at **IMS 2018** from 10th until 15th June 2018 in Philadelphia, USA at booth 535 (L3 Technologies) and convince yourself of our SignalShark.